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she craves." - Love, Lust, Books "riveting, sadistic, erotic in its own sense, and just plain excellent." -Kindle
Customer "You pretty much can't look up dark erotica without finding Comfort Food at the top of the
recommendations, and I'm so glad I took the time to read it. As soon as I started I couldn't stop, and I don't say
this lightly, but it was perfect. It was more about the mental stimulation than the sex, though there was sex. It
wasn't as heavily detailed or the entire focus of the relationship, however. It was far more about the process of
breaking someone, of making them something new, and Kitty Thomas managed this wonderfully." - Michelle
"While I have read some dark erotica, this book is the first of its kind. The BDSM world is pretty unknown to me.
Aside from the fairly vanilla stuff we see on TVs or movies, this book does not pull any punches and pushes the
audience into it." - acid_raine_burns "My exposure to erotica has not been favorable. Enough is enough; and the
graphic descriptions of conquests gets boring and overdone quickly. Therefore, I usually avoid it totally. This work
on the other hand, was very well done. The psychology of the captive/captor was very well presented. The
material was well written and the erotica well placed in the story. The erotica was there but did not dominate or
overwhelm the story. This is without a doubt the product of a talented author. I doubt if I will read more erotica;
figure I'll quit while I'm ahead. However, this author is worth reading again." Dan C. Boutwell "The eroticism is in
some ways explicit but not graphic and tastefully written to allow the imagination to work as well. At first I was
afraid Emily's fear would remain the trigger for her obedience but it slowly evolved in to something else,
something deeper that conveyed the steep emotions behind the erotic actions. When you strip away everything
else, at the core Comfort Food is about a Master conditioning his slave." - Leontine's Book Realm "I would say this
story is not for the faint of heart. If you like "Consequences", "Seduced in the Dark" and more of the hard core
erotica, Comfort Food will end up being one of your favorites. Even then, this is not a HEA/romance novel so don't
go in expecting roses and candy for an ending." - Emily "50 shades of twisted ; very compelling. Very dark and
very erotic. Certainly a new twist in the erotic read." - Beckie "I wondered if I really wanted to read a book about
someone who was kidnapped but after reading all the excellent reviews and being drawn to BDSM themed books
after reading 50 shades, I was absolutely capivated and think this is the best book I have read in a long time." Megan "Extremely interesting story!! The description is right - this is not HEA or Fifty Shades remake. This is
much more of a psychological thriller/erotic story. I won't get into details to ruin it, but I recommend this book if
you like to dabble in the dark erotic stories or if you are curious about them - This is a great place to start." CRFreads5012 "Wow, simply wow! I started this book last night and just finished it. I have to say I was blown
away by it. It is not any kind of normal romance novel, so if that is what you're looking for, go somewhere else.
The closest thing I can compare it to is Story of O. This is not Fifty Shades of Grey. This is an erotic novel pure
and simple, very little romance is in it...If you want a challenging erotic novel, one that may remind you of Story of
O, then this is a great book for you. If you want a romance novel featuring a cozy little love story, then pass this
one by." - Charles M. Smith II "I have read the Fifty Shades Trilogy and Seduced in The Dark, so the dark side of
this book did not shock me too much. I really liked this author's writing, very descriptive and had me really into
the book." - Kerri "This was one of if not the most intelligent thought out and well written erotic stories I have
ever read. The intelligence and well though out analytical voice of Emily was a welcome surprise to the usual
flippancy most "heroines" in stories have. This was written in a way that I can share with friends who don't
particularly share my interest in erotica or things BDSM (consensual or not). It was not overly explicit there was
just enough to entice, to stimulate through subtlety rather than blatancy. All in all, Kitty Thomas has earned
herself a spot on my must read list." - C. Lauer "I agree with another reviewer that it is not a BDSM book, it is
about a women who is kidnapped and her control is stripped away one layer at a time. An immensely enjoyable,
brilliantly written novel. Highly recommended. Not a romance novel, except in a creepy Stockholm Syndrome
way." - Lila "I had an expectation of reading an erotic book loaded with BDSM themes, sex, violence and force. I

Comfort Food-Kitty Thomas 2010-03-21 " . . . dark, provocative, and glaringly honest . . ." H. Turley, Reader Emily
Vargas has been taken captive. As part of his conditioning methods, her captor refuses to speak to her, knowing
how much she craves human contact. He's far too beautiful to be a monster. Combined with his lack of violence
toward her, this has her walking a fine line at the edge of sanity. Told in the first person from Emily's perspective,
Comfort Food is a tale of erotic surrender that explores what happens when all expectations of pleasure and pain
are turned upside down, as whips become comfort and chicken soup becomes punishment. DISCLAIMER: This
book explores mature themes and is not suitable for those who can't handle them or minors. The author does not
condone the behaviors carried out by her characters. What Readers are Saying About Comfort Food: "If you enjoy
reading romance lightly drizzled with some vanilla sex and a dusting of fairy tale fantasies wrapped up in a happy
ending, then this is probably NOT the book for you. If you want to expand your mind while reading a steamy hot
BDSM psychological thriller with an mind blowing ending, then go ahead and give this a try. I dare you." - Wendy
G "This is a very unusual and good story that explores themes of power, control, dominance and enforced
submission and the psychology of captivity, isolation and reliance, but as it turns out the story is told from the
perspective of both the Dominant Master as well as Emily and her journey into submission." -Carocaro "Kitty
Thomas took me on a psychologically revealing roller coaster of a ride in Comfort Food. It's a story that explores
dominance & control, forced captivity, sensory deprivation, non-con BDSM, & eventual forced submission..." Angela Wallace "Comfort Food is crazy. Emily Vargas is crazy. Her captor is definitely crazy. And, after reading
this book, I think I might be a little crazy. Can a book give you Stockholm syndrome by proxy? Because it
definitely feels that way." -Letitia "The exploration of Stockholm syndrome was insightful. To see conditioning
techniques successfully applied was fascinating. This is a memorable tale; I certainly have never read a story like
it. I read it in a few hours. The erotica was dark BDSM / master-slave." - Sinfunni " I wonder if perhaps I've read
so much dark erotica that it's lost some of it's shock value for me. I know that the only acceptable feeling to have
towards Mr. Tall dark and nameless is disgust yet I never quite made it there. I'm choosing not to look to far into
what that says about me as a woman, but hey, its fiction. That makes it ok. Right?" - Amazon Customer "First let
me start out by saying, this is DARK erotica. If you do not like this kind of book, don't read it...i get tired of
reading reviews dissing the dark erotica/ dubious consent, stating it was "sooo uncomfortable" well don't read
these titles, duh! Now for me, I love it. Dark Erotica is unpredictable, unconventional and most of all a whirl wind
of emotions. Furthermore, saying that you could not form an attachment to Emily and Master is like saying you
didn't read the book, it was about nothing but Emily and Master. I guess if one is unable to get past the kind of
twisted relationship they had, then it would be hard to form attachment." - Amanda Rae "`Comfort Food' is dark
erotica. Kitty Thomas is writing extreme BDSM erotic fiction - master/slave masochism without the simulated `tie
me up, tie me down' sex games... The Wasabi of Erotica" - Dee18 "I had read novels about bdsm and Stockholm
syndrome but not like this. This one ruined many other books for me in that genre, lol, because it was that good
(this is the one to beat). Comfort food crossed this little fine line between reality and fantasy . the majority of the
books on the capture/kipnap/slavery theme you can view them like fantasy but Ms Kitty Thomas push the envelope
taking it to a more realistic and plausible scenario. The severe case of Stockholm syndrome that Emily had
towards Master is shocking, and let you wonder when does Stockholm syndrome grows into obsession or love." Jay Benitez "My first dive into Dark Erotica and Kitty Thomas leaves me begging for more. As disturbing as
Comfort Food is, it was also riveting. Emily Vargas has been taken captive, and in order for her captor to break
her to his will, he removes the one thing she craves most--human contact. He tortures her with silence and offers
comfort with chicken soup. And all too soon, Emily learns what it will take to get her abductor to give her what
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didn't expect to have to think too much. While there were some of those components throughout, the book was so
much more. For me, it became a psychological profile of someone going through an extremely traumatic
experience and how she chose to deal with it. Surprisingly, the book changed my viewpoints in some ways,
helping me recognize that themes such as a victims response to trauma, may not always be comfortable or
conforming to society's norms. The probing of the character's thought processes was unexpected." - Michael "I
would still recommend this to those with a particular taste for BDSM and kidnap type books...it was definitely a
mind-blower...also I will never look at chicken noodle soup the same ever again." - Sue B. "This is an adult book
with dark, disturbing themes of possession, BDSM, Stockholm Syndrome and more. But if you can take it, this
book will definitely stay with you." - Chris Jacobs "This is not a run of the mill BDSM story that ends w/a fluffy
happy ever after ending. This is a story of submission and surrender - the total capulation of one's self, mind and
body to another through force and a will to survive. I had been warned that this was a dark story and it truly is. I
wanted something that I could sink my teeth into and not wrapped up in a pretty little package...and I got it. If you
looking for something that is soft this is not it. But if you are willing to step off the deep end and are ready for a
intense story, this is it." - Jacque "I want to preface this review by saying that I've struggled to finish reading a lot
of mediocre books lately. I didn't realize what a gem I had lurking under the benign title of Comfort Food. There
was no "struggling" to read Comfort Food. The narrative was smooth and easy to read, and pulled me in
immediately. I knew by page 3 that I would not be reading anything else until I finished this book, even though the
characters were sometimes difficult to like, and the story isn't exactly nice. Apparently I don't require nice. Some
didn't find this story erotic, but I did. I think this is GREAT erotic bdsm, although if you like BDSM light, sweet,
100% consensual, and romantic - then this one might not be to your taste." - Sheri Johnson "As a female reader of
erotica I sometimes find, especially in the bdsm genre, the author is too quick to the 'spanking and chains' not this
time. The author takes her time to build an actual story and relationship, allowing you to connect with Emily and
what she is going through. She manages to touch on each aspect that make the Master/slave relationship so
complex without exploitive sex scenes, that are often unnecessary." - Butterfly "Ah...reading this book by Ms.
Thomas was like having a feast after being on bread and water. I'm an avid fan of BDSM erotica but it's so seldom
that I find a book that a) surprises me and b) impresses me with the quality of writing. This book did both. First of
all, there are none of the usual tropes associated with non-consensual slavery erotica. No violence, no lurid fights
and unrealistic cruelty, no blatant disregard for the well-being of the enslaved. This "Master" plans and proceeds
with so much thought and intelligence (and gentleness) that you are at once both outraged and yet drawn in by
this guy. Not that he is completely kind--he isn't. But there's no thoughtless and spiteful brutality, which placed
me in a strange imbalance--hating him and yet feeling an unwilling attraction to him too." - Annabel "I love a dark
read when I'm in the mood for one, which I was when this book came highly recommended to me. And it is dark. It
is erotic. It is BDSM. All things I enjoy in a story." -JennieW "This is very dark literature, unsettling, and not your
standard erotica. It is not about BDSM, but rather a genuine kidnapping. It does have an "incomplete" feel to it,
but in this case I felt that it enhanced the storyline. It's definitely uncomfortable to read, and yet I suggest it. The
erotic scenes are still often steamy, despite the storyline. It's truly about two broken people in a broken society.
This prompted me to read more by Kitty Thomas, which has proven to be entertaining." -Gail "Comfort Food is
dark, exotic and raw! Told in a very realistic tone, Kitty Thomas masterfully drops the reader into Emily Vargas'
carnal and enigmatic tale: a kidnapped woman's journey of becoming a BDSM slave to her own captor. It's not
every day that an author can pull a reader across their normal genre and have them so emotionally invested that
they can't put the book down, but Kitty Thomas skillfully weaves this tale with a finesse that is truly remarkable,
especially given the subject matter." - Tom Wiseman "Disturbing, twisted, and just plain weird . . . " Amy,
GoodReads Reviewer " . . . an intelligently written, well-researched and very erotic exploration of the extremity of
power dynamics . . . It's refreshing to read someone brave enough to tackle erotic themes that are truly taboo and
seldom published." - Remittance Girl, Reader and author of "Gaijin" and other works of erotica "They are a match
made in a twisted sort of hell. I don't, as a rule, like erotica, but I'm likely to check out Ms. Thomas' future work
just to see how far she can push the envelope." - A Taste For Ebooks, Review Blog " . . . beautifully written and
exquisitely detailed . . . a brilliantly written book and I highly suggest it, if you're up for the challenge." - Mama
Kitty Reviews " . . . the most twisted form of psychological conditioning, I've ever read . . . will stick in your brain
for days after you read it." - Kathleen Gresham, Reader If you like erotica by Kitty Thomas, you may also enjoy
Claudia D. Christian and Annabel Joseph. More dark literary erotica by Kitty Thomas: Erotic Novels: Guilty
Pleasures Tender Mercies The Last Girl Submissive Fairy Tales (anthology of The Auction, Awakening, and The
King's Pleasure) Big Sky Blood Mate Mafia Captive Erotic Novellas: The Auction Awakening The King's Pleasure
Note: This work is not 50 Shades of Grey, however, if you enjoy work like 50 Shades of Grey, you may also enjoy
Kitty Thomas. If you like Kitty Thomas, consider trying some of these other great authors: CJ Roberts, Tiffany
Reisz, Annabel Joseph, Pepper Winters, Anna Zaires, Aleatha Romig, Skye Warren, Cherise Sinclair Kitty writes
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dark literary erotica, usually with a kinky master/slave theme and a hint of bdsm and captive erotica elements.
The Master-Kresley Cole 2015-02-17 A need colder than Siberian winter meets an attitude hotter than the Florida
sun in #1 New York Times bestselling author Kresley Cole's sultry new Game Maker novel, the second installment
in the series! Get lost in the sizzling world of the Game Maker series with The Professional, book one, and The
Player, book three! Everyone fears the Master... Rich, irresistible politician/Mafiya boss Maksimilian Sevastyan
prefers tall, obedient blondes to fulfill his…complicated desires. That is, until the icy Russian encounters a
disobedient brunette whose exquisite little body threatens his legendary restraint. Except her. Catarina Marín was
a well-off young wife until her world fell apart. Now she’s hiding out, forced to start working as an escort in
Miami. Her very first client is beyond gorgeous, but when he tells her what he plans to do to her, Cat almost walks
out of the door. If pleasure is a game, play to win. After their mind-blowing encounter burns out of control, the
lovers crave more. If they escape the deadly threats surrounding them, can Maksim overcome his past—to offer
Cat his future? Only then will she tempt him with what he really wants: her, all tied up with a bow.
Giving It Up-Audra North 2017-03-24
The Professional-Kresley Cole 2014-05-06 He makes the rules . . . Mafiya enforcer Aleksandr "The Siberian"
Sevastyan's loyalty to his boss is unwavering, until he meets the boss's long-lost daughter, a curvy, tantalizing
redhead who haunts his mind and heats his blood like no other. Ordered to protect her, Sevastyan will do
anything to possess her as well-on his own wicked terms. Rules are made to be broken . . . PhD student Natalie
Porter had barely recovered from her first sight of the breathtakingly gorgeous Sevastyan before the professional
hit man whisks her away to Russia, thrusting her into a world of extreme wealth and wanton pleasures. With
every day she spends under his protection, she falls deeper under his masterful spell. Are you ready to play? Yet
all is not as it seems. To remove Natalie from an enemy's reach, Sevastyan spirits her into hiding. From an
opulent palace in Russia to the decadent playgrounds of the mega-wealthy in Paris, the two lovers will discover
that even their darkest-and most forbidden-fantasies can come true… Previously released as The Professional Parts 1, 2 and 3 as eBook exclusives.
Crosstown Crush-Cara McKenna 2015-09-01 The first in a new series from the “wicked-hot”* author of Hard Time
and Give It All explores the fantasies of a daring married couple—and those of a stranger invited to play along in
their scandalous little games… When he’s working, Mike Heyer is all business—every inch the alpha male, with
the hard, capable body to back up his persona. But at home he can be a different man entirely, harboring
appetites only his wife gets to glimpse… When Samira first learned of her husband’s fantasies, she was reluctant,
even alarmed. But after witnessing the way they set him on fire, she yielded, and happily indulged. As their games
have intensified, so has the rush. And now so has the risk—they’re poised to take Mike’s indecent desires to the
next level, by opening their bed to a sexy, brazen stranger. A man seeming custom-made to grant every last one of
Mike and Samira’s sinful wishes. Welcoming someone new into their lives was always a dangerous proposition,
but the couple imagined if anything was at stake, it was their privacy…not their hearts. *New York Times
Bestselling Author Jaci Burton
Sacrificed to the Dragon-Jessie Donovan 2014-09-22 STONEFIRE DRAGONS BOOK 1 In exchange for a vial of
dragon’s blood to save her brother’s life, Melanie Hall offers herself up as a sacrifice to one of the British dragonshifter clans. Being a sacrifice means signing a contract to live with the dragon-shifters for six months to try to
conceive a child. Her assigned dragonman, however, is anything but easy. He’s tall, broody, and alpha to the core.
There’s only one problem—he hates humans. Due to human dragon hunters killing his mother, Tristan MacLeod
despises humans. Unfortunately, his clan is in desperate need of offspring to repopulate their numbers and it’s his
turn to service a human female. Despite his plans to have sex with her and walk away, his inner dragon has other
ideas. The curvy human female tempts his inner beast like no other. NOTE: This is the entire first story of the
Stonefire Dragons, complete with a HEA and no cliffhangers. Keywords: dragons, dragon-shifter, dragon romance,
coming of age, BBW, shapeshifter, British hero, alpha hero, strong heroine, paranormal, Stonefire Dragons
The Professional:-Kresley Cole 2014-01-06 From #1 New York Times bestselling author Kresley Cole comes The
Professional—the second scorching installment in her Game Maker series, an erotica collection that has readers
asking: How hot is too hot? He makes the rules . . . Mafiya enforcer Aleksandr "The Siberian" Sevastyan’s loyalty
to his boss is unwavering, until he meets the boss’s long-lost daughter, a curvy, tantalizing redhead who haunts
his mind and heats his blood like no other. Ordered to protect her, Sevastyan will do anything to possess her as
well—on his own wicked terms. Rules are made to be broken . . . PhD student Natalie Porter had barely recovered
from her first sight of the breathtakingly gorgeous Sevastyan before the professional hit man whisks her away to
Russia, thrusting her into a world of extreme wealth and wanton pleasures. With every day she spends under his
protection, she falls deeper under his masterful spell. Are you ready to play? Yet all is not as it seems. To remove
Natalie from an enemy’s reach, Sevastyan spirits her into hiding. From an opulent palace in Russia to the
decadent playgrounds of the mega-wealthy in Paris, the two lovers will discover that even their darkest—and most
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forbidden—fantasies can come true…
International Futurism in Arts and Literature-Günter Berghaus 2000-01-01 This publication offers for the first
time an inter-disciplinary and comparative perspective on Futurism in a variety of countries and artistic media. 20
scholars discuss how the movement shaped the concept of a cultural avant-garde and how it influenced the
development of modernist art and literature around the world.
For Real-Alexis Hall 2018-07-31 Laurence Dalziel is worn down and washed up, and for him, the BDSM scene is
all played out. Six years on from his last relationship, he's pushing forty and tired of going through the motions of
submission.Then he meets Toby Finch. Nineteen years old. Fearless, fierce, and vulnerable. Everything Laurie
can't remember being.Toby doesn't know who he wants to be or what he wants to do. But he knows, with all the
certainty of youth, that he wants Laurie. He wants him on his knees. He wants to make him hurt, he wants to
make him beg, he wants to make him fall in love.The problem is, while Laurie will surrender his body, he won't
surrender his heart. Because Toby is too young, too intense, too easy to hurt. And what they have-no matter how
right it feels-can't last. It can't mean anything.It can't be real.
The Ground Rules-Roya Carmen 2015-06-16 1. Don’t sleep around. 2. Don’t kiss and tell. 3. Be nice. 4. Don’t text
or call. 5. Don’t fall in love. The rules were simple...until they weren't. I have everything I ever thought I could
want: a nice home, a job I love, two beautiful girls, and my husband, Gabe - my high school sweetheart who still
rocks my world. If you ask anyone to describe me they would say, "Oh, Mirella? She's such a nice girl." And that’s
true...until a mysterious, peculiar man and his beautiful wife enter our lives. Weston and Bridget Hanson are no
ordinary couple—they’re stunning, enigmatic, and sexy as hell. During the course of one unexpected evening, my
ordinary world is turned upside down. How could it not be when Weston and Bridget propose the unthinkable?
And when the unthinkable is so very tempting, giving in becomes inevitable. It sounds so logical and simple. Just
five rules and we can all have what we desire. But the heart doesn't follow rules, and now passion, jealousy, and
confusion threaten to tear everything apart. Two beautiful couples. Five simple rules. One hot mess.
As Hot As It Gets-Elle Kennedy 2018-04-12 A sexy standalone novel from New York Times and international
bestselling author Elle Kennedy! Sea, air, land, the bedroom...this SEAL is always in command. After watching his
teammates settle down one by one, Navy SEAL Jackson Ramsey is ready to say goodbye to the single life. He’s
met a woman who intrigues him, challenges him, and turns him right on—Mia Weldrick, the funny, beautiful
gardener he can’t wait to get to know better. Problem is, Mia isn’t interested in dating him, which means it’s time
for Jackson to unleash his Texas charm and do some serious wooing. With a teenage brother to raise, two jobs,
and, frankly, a complete disinterest in sex, Mia has no room in her busy life for a six-foot-five SEAL with a naughty
streak a mile wide. But one hot kiss from Jackson has her imagining all the dirty ways she could fit him in. It isn’t
long before their no-strings fling transforms into something more. As desire unearths emotions and deeply buried
secrets, Mia has to decide whether to give love a chance to grow, or let it slip it away. Warning: This Southern
gentleman is wickedly ungentlemanly in the bedroom. Spanking, voyeurism, and other surprises await you in this
last and dirtiest Out of Uniform installment.
Coming Full Circle-Liz Andrews 2010-07 Chase and Alex are best friends and lovers and both men are excited to
reconnect with Jasmine at their high school reunion, but the attraction between the three causes a love triangle
that may risk their friendships and more.
Looking Inside-Beth Kery 2016 The New York Times bestselling author who brought you Glow, Glimmer, and The
Affair is back with a new novel that will have you leaving the curtains open. Are you just going to stand there and
watch? Eleanor Briggs just can't help herself. The sight of the man in the high-rise across the street is driving her
wild. She longs to feel his touch up close and personal. To win him over, she'll need to shake off her wallflower
sensibilities and become the seductress she never imagined she could be. The only trouble will be finding the
perfect way to meet him... Or are you going to join in? Sex is easy for millionaire entrepreneur Trey Riordan.
Finding something of substance, however, seems impossible. That is until a simple night of reading at a local
coffee shop becomes something far steamier when a beautiful brunette comes by and leaves a note telling him to
look out his bedroom window at eleven o'clock. But when the time comes, neither of them will be truly ready for
what follows...
Nice Girls Don't Ride-Roni Loren 2015-04-21 In this erotically charged novella by the New York Times bestselling
author of Call on Me, Nothing Between Us, and Not Until You two strangers take an asphalt-burning ride into the
wildest night of their lives… Natalie Bourne thinks she has the perfect night planned for her twenty-first birthday.
But when her car breaks down and her boyfriend bails on her, she’s left stranded in an auto shop dealing with a
way too cocky, way too hot mechanic, who seems to be intent on pushing every button she has. Monroe Hawkins
knows he shouldn’t be messing with a girl from the uppity private college. Especially when he can tell she sees
him as the help. But he’s having trouble resisting the redhead with the smart mouth and the killer legs. So when
Natalie’s night goes from bad to worse, there’s no way he’s letting her spend her birthday alone. He makes her a
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deal—he’ll take her home but not until the sun comes up. Ten hours, one motorcycle, and the city of Austin at
their fingertips…things are about to take a major detour. And soon, there may be no U-turn in sight. Includes a
preview of Roni Loren’s Call on Me Praise for Roni Loren and her novels “Hot and romantic, with an edge of
suspense.”—Shayla Black, New York Times bestselling author “Revved up and red-hot sexy.”—Lorelei James, New
York Times bestselling author “Sure to have readers begging for more!”—Jo Davis, national bestselling author
Roni Loren is the New York Times bestselling author of the Loving on the Edge novels which include Nothing
Between Us, Not Until You, Need You Tonight, Fall into You, Melt into You, and Crash into You. She lives in Dallas
with her husband and son. If she’s not working on her latest sexy story, you can find her reading, watching reality
television, or indulging in her unhealthy addiction to rockstars, er, rock concerts—yeah, that’s it.
Broken-Megan Hart 2013-03-01 My name is different every month – Brandy, Honey, Amy...sometimes Joe doesn't
even bother to ask – but he never fails to arouse me with his body, his mouth, his touch, no matter what I'm called
or where he picks me up. The sex is always amazing, always leaves me itching for more in those long weeks until I
see him again. My real name is Sadie, and once a month over lunch Joe tells me about his latest conquest. But
what Joe doesn't know is that in my mind, I'm the star of every x–rated one–night stand he has revealed to me, or
that I'm practically obsessed with our imaginary sex life. I know it's wrong. I know my husband wouldn't
understand. But I can't stop. Not yet.
The Shape of Water-Guillermo del Toro 2018-03-06 It is 1962, and Elisa Esposito-mute her whole life, orphaned as
a child-is struggling with her humdrum existence as a janitor working the graveyard shift at Baltimore's Occam
Aerospace Research Center. Were it not for Zelda, a protective coworker, and Giles, her loving neighbor, she
doesn't know how she'd make it through the day.Then, one fateful night, she sees something she was never meant
to see, the Center's most sensitive asset ever: an amphibious man, captured in the Amazon, to be studied for Cold
War advancements. The creature is terrifying but also magnificent, capable of language and of understanding
emotions... and Elisa can't keep away. Using sign language, the two learn to communicate. Soon, affection turns
into love, and the creature becomes Elisa's sole reason to live. But outside forces are pressing in. Richard
Strickland, the obsessed soldier who tracked the asset through the Amazon, wants nothing more than to dissect it
before the Russians get a chance to steal it. Elisa has no choice but to risk everything to save her beloved. With
the help of Zelda and Giles, Elisa hatches a plan to break out the creature. But Strickland is on to them. And the
Russians are, indeed, coming. Developed from the ground up as a bold two-tiered release-one story interpreted by
two artists in the independent mediums of literature and film-The Shape of Water is unlike anything you've ever
read or seen.
The Player-Kresley Cole 2016-04-12 #1 New York Times bestselling author Kresley Cole brings readers the third
book of the erotic Game Maker Series, a searing tale of a man racked with dark desires and the beautiful young
woman who could sate him at last. A madman with a shadowed past . . . In Las Vegas, Sin City, Dmitri Sevastyan
finds her, Victoria Valentine—sexy, vulnerable, and in need of a protector. Obsession takes root deep inside him.
Despite a history tainted with violation and betrayal, he will stop at nothing to possess her. A grifter with nothing
to lose . . . Descended from a long line of con artists, twenty-four-year-old Victoria, a.k.a. Vice, needs the score of
a lifetime to keep her loved ones safe. She sets her sights on gorgeous and rich Dmitri Sevastyan. Even as the
irresistible Russian toys with her body and mind, he tempts her heart. Love is the ultimate wild card. When Vice
and her associates maneuver Dmitri into a hasty Vegas wedding, he refuses to protect himself with a prenup,
trusting her with all that he has. But can she trust him? As secrets unfold, the newlyweds share days of doubts
and nights of the wickedest pleasures. Yet once Vice discovers her husband’s past, will she stay to fight for her
marriage or cut her losses and run?
The E Collection-Terry B. 2008-03-05 Submitted for your approval, The E Collection: A New Definition of Erotica
Volume 1 (E for Erotica) is erotic fiction from the dynamic duo that brought you the bestselling novels Dancer's
Paradise: An Erotic Journey and At Midnight: Choice Fowler's Story. They offer great stories and interesting
characters without cheating you, the reader. Included in this volume: A LOVE JOURNEY: Atlanta is the scene for a
date with Journey Love that ends with an erotic encounter that touches all the bases: mentally, physically, and
emotionally, a sexual experience that leaves Journey and her date wanting more and more! ONCE YOU GO
BLACK: Diane's sexual encounter with a young black African American Literature professor proves that the best
“field research” takes place outside of the classroom and once you cross certain sexual boundaries there is no
turning back! SPANISH FLY: Sofia De la Cruz Gonzalez meets Michael Moore, who is determined to take her out
of the “friend zone” to become the “Papi” of her sweet dreams! PAYBACK AFTER DARK: When it comes to
revenge Angela King plans to dish it out to Rickey Sanders hot and in public, but can Angela deal with the sexy
and emotional consequences of her actions after dark?
Mercy-Lucian Bane 2015-04-08 As a sadomasochist, Sade just wants to get and give pain in manageable and
somewhat legal doses. All Mercy wants is to walk in her father's footstep--a man who sacrificed everything to save
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her from a life of abuse and suffering. When Mercy finds an envelope on her doorstep leading her to Sade, the
result is a collision of pain and mercy. For Sade, Mercy's kindness is dessert for his sadism, and her strength has
his masochism hot and begging. Exploiting both for his own pleasure is his plan until he realizes that Mercy's got
her own game. And playing it requires something he's never had.
Naked Soul-Salil Jha 2015-01-09 "Naked Soul: The Erotic Love Poems" is an extraordinary storytelling in the form
of erotic love poetry, speaking directly to the reader's heart through sensations that course throughout the body.
This powerful collection of erotic and sensual love poems celebrates the erotic spirit in all its forms -- from intense
passionate sexual desire to seductive victory. There are love poems for every mood and sentimental feeling, for
every phase of love you are experiencing whether you are with a partner or not. Read it slowly. Read a poem at a
time, or two-or all at once-but give it time to sink into your heart. Read them again. Visualize. Let the poem show
you what may be lying dormant in your own heart. Any poetry lover who loves deep symbolism, storytelling and
musing over deep verses will find this book very touching. No matter which phase of love you are growing in
currently, this book will serve to sail you further towards the endless ocean of love.
Forever Elle-Heather Chapman 2018-12-11 In this early 1900s historical romance and coming of age novel, we
meet Elizabeth (Elle) Pratt, who hasn't grown into herself just yet. Caught between her father's high expectations,
her mother's disinterest, the farm she grew up on, and the wealthy airs she learned at school, Elle is at a loss
when tragedy strikes and she must head back home. There she must reconcile her two worlds, as well as the
scrawny neighbor-boy turned handsome farmhand who always turns up when she least expects it.
One Gold Heart-Sadie Haller 2013-11-26 Mac Wallis agrees to join the wind quintet, Dominant Cord, for the
Christmas concert season as a favour to an old friend. It's her first step towards recovery after a vicious attack
more than a decade before. However, sparks fly when Dominant Cord's unofficial leader, flutist, Finn Taylor takes
issue with Mac's reliance on medication in order to perform. Mac can't understand why the jerk who so
completely humiliated her at their first rehearsal keeps showing up in her late-night fantasies as the Dom of her
dreams. It's not even like he's the good kind of bad boy. After his marriage ended in disaster, Finn tries to steer
clear of damaged women, but as a Dom, he feels compelled put aside his own hang-up to help Mac reclaim her
independence of her former life.
When the Stars Align-Isabel Jolie 2020-01-13 A second chance, friends to lovers romance. Anna and Jackson meet
their last year in Chapel Hill. She's accepted a job at a respected, award-winning advertising agency in New York
City, and he has a position at a prestigious Atlanta firm. Sparks fly, but when he suggests she change her plans,
she'll have none of it. By the time moving day comes, they don't even share goodbyes.Four years later, Anna and
Jackson meet again in New York City when, thanks to a mutual connection, he moves into her apartment building.
She's a Creative Director at a medium-sized advertising agency. He's just moved from Atlanta to New York to
accept a position at a well-respected law firm. Anna, friendly to everyone, welcomes him to her city. Jackson has
zero interest in repeating past mistakes, and he's still angry over what she did years ago. But he's in a new city,
she's his neighbor and a friendship forms. With a singular focus on making partner and no interest in exploring a
relationship with Anna, Jackson sells her on a friend with benefits arrangement that won't take them off course. In
his mind, it's a win-win. What could go wrong?The arrangement works until Anna battles sexual harassment at her
agency and the two don't see eye to eye on how to handle it. Anna cares about her career, and Jackson knows the
law and plans to leverage it. The situation forces Jackson to face some realities about his father and life choices.
Anna has zero intention of letting him tell her what to do. Both find themselves wondering if they should step back
once again and wait for a better day when their relationship makes sense. A day when the stars align.
Geek Girl-Cindy C. Bennett 2011 Jen, a teenaged foster child and social outcast, makes a bet with her friends that
she can turn Trevor, a straight-A student and self-avowed "geek", into a social outcast like herself, but quickly
finds there is more to him than she expected.
Deliverance for Amelia-Bonny Capps 2015-06-13 What would you do if the devil held you captive? Would you fight,
or play along with his wicked games? WARNING: THIS IS A DARK NOVEL. IT IS NOT INTENDED FOR THE
FAINT OF HEART. THERE ARE SCENES WITH EXTREME HORROR AND BRUTAL TREATMENT AS WELL AS
ABUSE. THIS BOOK IS INTENDED FOR THOSE 18 YEARS OR OLDER DUE TO ITS GRAPHIC NATURE. THERE
ARE SCENES WHICH INCLUDE CONSENSUAL AND NON-CONSENSUAL SEX. IF YOU HAVE TRIGGERS, IT IS
NOT RECOMMENDED THAT YOU READ THIS NOVEL. READ AT YOUR OWN RISK. Amelia: My entire life I've
lived in my father's shadow. As the Mayor's daughter, I'm expected to maintain a pristine reputation. Everything
must be perfect. My days of tutors and piano lessons may be behind me, but the need to be my father's perfect
daughter still rings true. However, I'm in college now - so why not have a little fun? It started out that way,
anyway. When I decided to go to a party with my new friend Meg, I thought my college days were just beginning.
My boring little life was finally getting the shake up that it desperately needed. Little did I know, I would become
the captive of the devil himself. He says that I'm his. He calls himself my master. Gabe: Well, well - Mr. Mayor
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couldn't pay up. I can't say that I'm surprised. The greedy bastard is more concerned about pocketing all that
money masked as charity rather than paying his debts. I'm not a debt that you want to forget. I did, after all, kill
that poor journalist that was putting his nose where it didn't belong. Not saying that I minded - no, not one bit. It's
a high. Watching them writhe in pain, their bodies seizing up as every last drop of hope is drained from their wide
eyes. I live for it - the thrill of killing. Not to mention it keeps my wallet nice and plump. My clients know when
they say they'll pay - they better pay. Otherwise, I take what I want from them. In most cases, the result is their
own blood on my hands. Not this time though. This time I wanted her, and I always get what I want. GABRIEL,
which is the sequel to this novel, will be released no later than October 2015
His Purrfect Mate-Laurann Dohner 2012-10-01 Shannon is a quarter puma but can't shift. She's just a human with
a few extra genes. But she knows how dangerous shifters are, and now she's their prey, captured by a group of
werewolves for a deadly hunt. Anton's body responds fervently to Shannon, and he vows to protect her with his
lifeNonly to discover she's the enemy. But it's mating heat, and he's about to lose all control to that driving sexual
need.
Bind and Keep Me-Cari Silverwood 2013-09-15 How far would you go to protect your love and your life? When two
deaths turn his world upside down, Klaus must wrestle with a problem that goes soul deep. With Jodie it was
capture fantasy but now he's made the fantasy real, dragging her along as his accomplice. No one should feel so
good about something so wrong. Maybe his soul is darker than he feared. Maybe the rules shouldn't apply to him.
Warning: Dark erotica, Menage Mff with BDSM themes, capture fantasy, and dubious consent. Contains spanking,
bondage, caning and piercing, and one alpha possessive man about to toss aside his morals and take what he
wants.
Strings-Kendall Grey 2013-06-01 Book 1 in the Hard Rock Harlots Series WARNING: STRINGS is not suitable for
slut shamers, uptight stone throwers, Holier-Than-Thou prudes, humorless virgins, persons with chronic neck or
back pain, pearl-clutching bitties, those who disparage crude humor or vulgarity in their many forms, closedminded people with sticks up their asses, or anyone under the age of 18. The vile, base language and shocking,
unholy sexual acts contained herein are not condoned by anyone with a lick of sense and should certainly not be
reproduced without proper training and protection. The potty-mouthed and perpetually horny "heroine" (the term
is used loosely) of this book does not resemble a normal, well-adjusted, or remotely believable person in any way,
shape, or form. The author acknowledges that the characters in this book are shallow and two-dimensional; the
plot is both ridiculous and insipid. She makes no apologies for any of it. * Readers are strongly advised to wear
latex gloves whilst reading to minimize contamination risks. Free-spirited musician Letty Dillinger adheres to a
strict, "no strings attached" policy when it comes to men. After a wild night of unabashed sex in a fancy hotel
room, she never expects to see the adventurous stud she dubs "Shades" again. When her all-girl rock trio books a
tour at the last minute as the opening act for their archenemies, Letty's shocked to discover she knows the
competition's new lead singer. Intimately. Shades is no longer a one-night stand. Now he's the guy she has to oneup on stage every night for the sake of her career. Sharing close quarters on a bus with her sexy nemesis and his
bad-boy buddies puts Letty's Golden Rule to the test. On this tour, guitar strings aren't the only things being
played. And when heartstrings are pulled too hard, they're bound to snap sooner or later.
Making Chase-Lauren Dane 2018 The Chase boys. Ridiculously hot and notoriously single. All of Petal, Georgia, is
waiting for the last Chase brother to fall. At least, thats how it feels to firefighter Matt Chase, whos getting a little
anxious himself. His brothers have all found lovewhy hasnt he? But fate, in the form of a curvaceous hairdresser,
is about to change that.
Kaleb-Nicole Edwards 2014-05-16 Two neighbors and long-time friends come face-to-face with their forbidden
fantasies in this sizzling ebook from New York Times and USA TODAY bestselling author Nicole Edwards. Zoey
Stranford might’ve had a crush on the sexy boy next door since middle school, but she’s a woman now, and that
crush has turned into a full-blown case of lust. So why is it that at twenty-nine, her libido decides to ramp into
high gear and the only thing she can focus on is the intensely sexy, scorching hot boy next door who is definitely
not a boy anymore? The only problem is that Zoey and Kaleb have been best friends for as long as she can
remember. Not to mention, Kaleb and his brothers are working on buying Stranford land to build a new resort,
and she’s more than a little hesitant about his intentions. Kaleb Walker has had his eye on Zoey for close to
twenty years, but never before has he considered taking their friendship to the next level, no matter how many
fantasies he’s had about her over the years. That doesn’t explain why Kaleb is hell bent on having her—in as many
ways as possible. Kaleb finds himself in a precarious situation. His brothers have nominated him to pursue Zoey’s
father about purchasing the land needed to get their new resort off the ground. Finding out that Carl Stranford is
on the brink of foreclosure and Zoey might just lose her house and the land, Kaleb now has to convince her to put
aside her pride and let him help her. It doesn’t take long before the flames start burning bright and hot, and the
two of them burn up the nights and the days as they explore each other’s forbidden fantasies. But can their
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friendship survive a business transaction or the new friends with benefits clause? Or will they realize that they’ve
been overlooking something much deeper that’s been right in front of them all along?
Property of Drex #2-C. M. Owens 2016-04-27 What's the most selfless thing you've ever done? What price tag
would you put on the ability to save the ones you love? They say the worst decisions are made by the desperate or
the fools. I was desperate enough to make a foolish decision to save my family. The cost? Me. They may be a
motorcycle club, but in all honesty they're really an elite unit of criminals who just happen to drive motorcycles.
They're a business. An organization. A fully functioning army... What I've learned? They work in the gray area; life
and death is real; and everyone wants everyone dead. Okay, so maybe that's dramatic... No. No it's not. It's legit. I
prepared for the worst, fully anticipating hating my new life. Turns out, I finally found out where I belonged. Oh,
and I discovered I'm a little twisted or crazy. Maybe both. Drex Caine, the man without a conscience, didn't ruin
me the way I thought he would. Instead, he made me feel like I was living instead of just waiting to live. And I can
never go back to the way things used to be. *Graphic language *Sexual Content *Dark humor *NO cliffhanger in
this one *Book one is free and must be read first.
Twist Me (Twist Me #1)-Anna Zaires 2014-02-10 A man obsessed. A girl abducted. The darkest love story ever
told... Kidnapped. Taken to a private island. I never thought this could happen to me. I never imagined one chance
meeting on the eve of my eighteenth birthday could change my life so completely. Now I belong to him. To Julian.
To a man who is as ruthless as he is beautiful—a man whose touch makes me burn. A man whose tenderness I find
more devastating than his cruelty. My captor is an enigma. I don’t know who he is or why he took me. There is a
darkness inside him—a darkness that scares me even as it draws me in. My name is Nora Leston, and this is my
story. If you like your romance dark, addictive, and scandalously hot, you don't want to miss this NEW YORK
TIMES BESTSELLING series!
Shadow Haven-Aj Schippers 2017-06-07 Julia's holiday on a private island comes with an erotic surprise when she
encounters Alexandra, a professional dominatrix. An explosive first meeting leads to friendship and something
more sensual and kinky Can Julia overcome her fears to explore a submissive relationship? And what happens
when power is not just left to the imagination?
Fighting Back-Shay Michaelson 2018-03-17 What do you do when the past you've been desperately running from
finally catches up to you? Do you walk away from the life you've built and the woman you love, or do you
fight?Gray Landry was born and raised in the Hell's Minions Motorcycle Club. Living under his father, Mayhem's
brutal thumb, his dream was to someday get away. When the chance to leave for ten years comes along, he jumps
at it. The only problem with leaving the club is he will be leaving his younger brothers behind too.Fast forward ten
years...Gray's life is everything he could have hoped for. He has his own successful guns and ammo business. He's
married to a beautiful woman named Kendal. She's loving, intelligent, strong, independent and one kick-ass
mechanic. And lately, she's been talking about babies.Then, one day the phone calls start coming. Mayhem is
demanding Gray come back. His time is up. It's time to return to Hell. To Mayhem. But how does he walk away
from the one thing that makes life worth living?Not surprisingly, Mayhem forces his hand-come home or Kendal
will suffer. Left with no other choice, Gray walks away, leaving his wife stunned and heartbroken.As Gray's new
life moves forward, he sees the toll his decisions are taking on his wife and his heart bleeds. He knows if he ever
wants to keep her safe and win her back, he'll have to team up with his brothers and take down Mayhem once and
for all. It won't be easy with his father wreaking havoc, but they were going to end it or die trying.
Take Me, Break Me-H. C. Brown 2013 Reno Rocket, bass player for the rock band Dazed, thinks he's on the
straight and narrow, but is his girlfriend just a cover for his confused sexuality? When the new lead singer, Tanner
Star, walks in, Reno's libido snaps to attention. His attraction to the famous rock star is immediate and
disconcerting. Performing with Tanner every night blows Reno's mind, and the moment Tanner grinds against him
on stage, "curious" takes on a whole new meaning. Tanner wants more than a lover. He wants a sub, and he's
willing to guide Reno into the world of BDSM. In turn, Reno wants to be everything to Tanner-lover, sub, and
partner-but he fears the ghost of Tanner's dead boyfriend will come between them. At first they manage to find a
balance and life is idyllic... until one rash action by Tanner plunges their new love affair into chaos. Will Reno
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admit to the world that he's gay and face the media and his family's wrath, or will he deny the love and exquisite
attention Tanner's world has brought him?
The Slave's Secret-Kimberley Jackson 2019-06-08 "Become my pleasure slave."Samara is torn when the handsome
Magistrate Marcus offers her a tempting deal which would make her a free woman. He's different from the
Patricians she's met so far, and he's definitely more charming than her abusive master Aaron. His nearness
evokes previously unknown emotions in her, but the idea of sharing his bed is as intimidating as it is thrilling. Can
she trust him, or will he turn out to be just as cruel and manipulative as her previous master?Marcus is fascinated
by the beautiful slave with the flaming red hair and the exotic, fair-skinned look. Disguised as the new magistrate,
he has to get to the bottom of a conspiracy, before the real magistrate can take office. Hoping to gain valuable
information from Samara, he makes her an offer she can't refuse, unknowing that she's entangled in a web of lies
that not only endanger his mission, but soon also both their lives.---"The Slave's Secret" is a thrilling D/s romance
with nuances of dark romance, set in ancient Rome. It explores D/s power dynamics, contains explicit sex, kink,
some violence and traces of BDSM, and is therefore only suitable for ADULTS.
Exposed to You-Beth Kery 2012-11-06 From the author of the unforgettable Because You Are Mine... Losing
control is just the beginning… “What would you do if the sexiest man in the world was bent on bringing you
unbearable pleasure again and again? Joy Hightower wasn’t sure she could survive the experience…or live
without it." It’s not often you’re hired to paint a body tattoo—and what a body—on a total stranger at a Hollywood
film set. A reserved and careful art teacher, Joy would never forget it. In a rare fit of raw desire she gave herself
completely, knowing she’d never see him again, or ever repeat such a shameless, naked impulse. Little did she
know, the man with whom she shared that lightning bolt of lust was star Everett Hughes. For Everett, women and
sex came as easily as fame. But how could he hope to convince the guarded Joy that beneath the hard body and
sexy façade of celebrity was a real man who wanted only one, real woman? In the heat of an intoxicating affair,
Everett endeavors to break down her barriers, gain her trust, and expose himself as the real deal. But can Joy do
the same, and reveal to him the vulnerable woman who longs to be loved, wanted, and desired forever?
A Gentleman Undone-Cecilia Grant 2012-05-29 A seductive beauty turns the tables on a gentleman gaming for the
guiltiest of pleasures in this rich and sensual Regency romance. Lydia Slaughter understands the games men
play—both in and out of the bedroom. Not afraid to bend the rules to suit her needs, she fleeces Will Blackshear
outright. The Waterloo hero had his own daring agenda for the gaming tables of London’s gentlemen’s clubs. But
now he antes up for a wager of wits and desire with Lydia, the streetwise temptress who keeps him at arm’s
length. A kept woman in desperate straits, Lydia has a sharp mind and a head for numbers. She gambles on the
sly, hoping to win enough to claim her independence. An alliance with Will at the tables may be a winning
proposition for them both. But the arrangement involves dicey odds with rising stakes, sweetened with unspoken
promise of fleshly delights. And any sleight of hand could find their hearts betting on something neither can afford
to risk: love.
The Endless Autumn-Annabelle Knight 2017-03-31 Autumn thought she had everything: a gorgeous stud of a
boyfriend, a practical if unexciting PA job at Thorne PR, a savvy best friend, and a soon-to-be earned journalism
diploma. But things in her perfectly constructed world shift when Autumn discovers a life shattering secret.
Needing to change her life drastically Autumn meets a mysterious and sexy stranger who could be the solution to
her problems. Autumn is thrown into a luxurious new world. One that is powered by high flyers, fantasies and
carnal desires. How will she escape? Or, does this new world hold the key to her own fulfilment? Annabelle
Knight's debut novel The Endless Autumn is a sizzling, steamy and sexually sinister story of how a girl next door,
unwittingly - but perhaps not unwillingly - explores the fringes of desire and release.
Besieged-Jaid Black 2017-03-16 While studying the indigenous people of Alaska for her anthropology dissertation,
Peggy Brannigan is hunted down and kidnapped in the arctic by a mysterious Nordic male determined to keep her
as a breeding mate.
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